Specifications and Auxiliary Documents

This page collects specifications and auxiliary documents produced by the Work Group.

- **User-Managed Access (UMA) 2.0 Grant for OAuth 2.0 Authorization** and **Federated Authorization for User-Managed Access (UMA) 2.0** are at Recommendation stage.
- The **UMA Release Notes** document is up to date to reflect the changes from UMA1 to UMA2.
- The **UMA Disposition of Comments** document lists how review comments were handled in the UMA2 development process.
- The **UMA Implementer's Guide** provides advice and discussions relevant to UMA developers and deployers.

Obsolete specifications and auxiliary documents are collected under a separate page in this area.

We use [https://github.com/Kantarainitiative/wg-uma](https://github.com/Kantarainitiative/wg-uma) for active spec development, with snapshots provided on the [docs.kantarainitiative.org](https://docs.kantarainitiative.org) site.